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Have you ever played chess? I did as a kid and it was de nitely not my game of

choice. There was so much to remember about each piece and the speci c move it was

allowed to make. So much to pay attention to around my moves and the moves of my

opponent. All that strategy made my head hurt!
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Yet, my brother absolutely loved it. He

beat me every game – yes, every game–

we played.  Why was this?  Are we wired

that di erently?  Was I just not as smart?

Did he have some secret decoder book

that gave him the answers?

I actually hadn’t thought about those days

or the game itself until recently. A client

and I were discussing how so many

people get stuck in “reactive mode.” You

know, the mode where we feel like all

we’re doing is simply surviving, putting out

the proverbial res of every day? It’s the

mode when we’re moving from task to

task, email to email, employee issue to

client issue and back again, without any clue what we’re actually accomplishing.

He saw himself there and he wanted to change. The question was: how?

This is how we stumbled upon our memories of chess. We laughed about how the mere

word causes him a visceral reaction (I know how he feels!).  And then we got curious. What is

it about chess that causes him angst? And where does he have that same reaction when he

thinks about work?

We decided it came down to strategy. All that thinking ahead, planning moves based on

what we can actually see and where we can only predict… It was a fabulous conversation full

of insight and “aha” moments for him. He decided, for example, he wanted to be more

“strategic” about his time. But how to go about changing his behavior without adopting that

same stressful, strategically minded approach?

TURNS OUT, THERE IS ANOTHER WAY TO CHANGE AT WORK, AND
IT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE SO SERIOUS.
In her Harvard Business Review article, “The Most Productive Way to Develop as a Leader,”

INSEAD Professor Herminia Iberra writes about the challenges of developing as a leader in a

culture that eschews anything but serious-minded (read: strategic) change.

https://hbr.org/2015/03/the-most-productive-way-to-develop-as-a-leader


So often, she says, we take on changes the same way we go about everything else at work:

We set a goal. We move one step at a time. We test something out. We use feedback to

decide whether that move made sense or if we missed something else on the larger playing

board. We take risks only after thinking, and thinking some more.

We drive ourselves crazy being so serious about it all! This is strategy. And we think it’s

productive.

YET IBERRA’S RESEARCH CONFIRMS THAT STRATEGIC CHANGE
CAN BE ONE OF THE MOST UNPRODUCTIVE WAYS FOR US TO
DEVELOP AS LEADERS. IT’S WAY MORE EFFECTIVE, SHE SAYS, TO
JUST BE PLAYFUL.
Since I’m all about fun, I liked this concept – a lot. Because to me, being playful means not

really taking ourselves too seriously. Playful means not really committing to any one certain

way, but experimenting with lots of potential ways.  Playful means trying on behaviors we’ve

“borrowed” from others (just like playing dress-up) and seeing how they t us. Playful means

falling down, skinning our knee, getting back up and trying again.  And along the way simply

laughing and enjoying the freedom that comes with a playful mindset.

Maybe the reason my brother won all those games of chess is simple. To him, playing chess

was fun. He didn’t actually care if he won or lost, he wanted to learn. He wanted to try new

moves. He wanted to play with lots of people because it always changed the game. He

wanted to just smile, laugh and enjoy the experience.

WHAT IF WE SIMPLY “PLAYED” AT CHANGING? WHAT IF WE HAD
“FUN” WITH OURSELVES WHEN TRYING TO CHANGE SOME
OUTDATED BEHAVIOR? IS IT POSSIBLE THAT PLAYING CAN LEAD
TO SUCCESS?
I know I’m looking at things very di erently now in my own life and my development. Maybe

you can too?

NAVIGATING CHANGE IN YOUR WORKPLACE?
Subscribe to our blog to receive monthly blog posts about best practices in professional

transitions.
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